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With the last ten years seeing breakthrough deployments of
3-D technology in geoinformation sciences, this collection of
high-quality conference papers provides comprehensive
coverage of new applications including 3-D cadastre, utilities
and urban planning.
The book covers the international state-of-the-art research in
the field of 3D geo-information modeling. It focuses on
comparing several types of 3D models. Due to the rapid
developments in sensor techniques more and more 3D data
becomes available. Effective algorithms for (semi) automatic
object reconstruction are required. 3D analysis and 3D
simulation techniques explore and extend the possibilities in
spatial applications.
During the last decade developments in 3D Geoinformation
have made substantial progress. We are about to have a
more complete spatial model and understanding of our planet
in different scales. Hence, various communities and cities
offer 3D landscape and city models as valuable source and
instrument for sustainable management of rural and urban
resources. Also municipal utilities, real estate companies etc.
benefit from recent developments related to 3D applications.
To meet the challenges due to the newest changes
academics and practitioners met at the 5th International
Workshop on 3D Geoinformation in order to present recent
developments and to discuss future trends. This book
comprises a selection of evaluated, high quality papers that
were presented at this workshop in November 2010. The
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algorithms, models, systems) with respect to 3D geoinformation requirements. The book is aimed at decision
makers and experts as well at students interested in the 3D
component of geographical information science including GI
engineers, computer scientists, photogrammetrists, land
surveyors, urban planners, and mapping specialists.
This book contains the full research papers presented at the
20th AGILE Conference on Geographic Information Science,
held in 2017 at Wageningen University & Research in
Wageningen, the Netherlands. The selected contributions
show trends in the domain of geographic information science
directed to spatio-temporal perception and spatio-temporal
analysis. For that reason the book is also of interest to
professionals and researchers in fields outside geographic
information science, in which the application of
geoinformation could be instrumental in sparking societal
innovation.
Geography in India is the fifth ICSSR survey of research on
the subject and discusses its priority research areas as
identified by the Council, namely, physical geography,
population and settlement geography, regional geography
and regional planning, remote sensing and geographical
information systems (GIS), and analytical techniques with
special reference to quantitative techniques in geography.
The chapters critically analyse past research as well as
emergent fields of specialization, and suggest areas where
further research can prove beneficial. In addition, the
introduction and thematic discussions showcase the gradual
shift from largely qualitative, regional studies to systematic
and quantitative geography, and document the growing
number of interdisciplinary studies with space as a common
theme. The contributors have also taken note of the progress
in geography overseas and the access to new technology for
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Design and implementation of service-oriented architectures
impose numerous research questions from the ?elds of
software engineering, system analysis and modeling,
adaptability, and application integration. Service-oriented
Systems Engineering represents a symbiosis of best
practices in object orientation, component-based
development, distributed computing, and business process
management. It provides integration of business and IT
concerns. Service-oriented Systems Engineering denotes a
current research topic in the ?eld of IT-Systems Engineering
with high potential in academic research and industrial
application. The annual Ph.D. Retreat of the Research School
provides all members the opportunity to present the current
state of their research and to give an outline of prospective
Ph.D. projects. Due to the interdisciplinary structure of the
Research School, this technical report covers a wide range of
research topics. These include but are not limited to: Human
Computer Interaction and Computer Vision as Service;
Service-oriented Geovisualization Systems; Algorithm
Engineering for Service-oriented Systems; Modeling and
Veri?cation of Self-adaptive Service-oriented Systems; Tools
and Methods for Software Engineering in Service-oriented
Systems; Security Engineering of Service-based IT Systems;
Service-oriented Information Systems; Evolutionary Transition
of Enterprise Applications to Service Orientation; Operating
System Abstractions for Service-oriented Computing; and
Services Speci?cation, Composition, and Enactment.
Many of the challenges of the next century will have physical
dimensions, such as tsunamis, hurricanes, and climate
change as well as human dimensions such as economic
crises, epidemics, and emergency responses. With
pioneering editors and expert contributors, Advanced
Geoinformation Science explores how certain technical
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Cartography and geographic information (GI) are remarkably
appropriate for the requirements of early warning (EW) and
crisis management (CM). The use of geospatial technology
has increased tremendously in the last years. ICT has
changed from just using maps created in advance, to new
approaches, allowing individuals (decision-makers) to use
cartography interactively, on the basis of individual user's
requirements. The new generation of cartographic
visualizations based on standardisation, formal modelling,
use of sensors, semantics and ontology, allows for the better
adaptation of information to the needs of the users. In order
to design a new framework in pre-disaster and disaster
management safety/security/privacy aspects of institutions
and citizens need to be considered. All this can only be
achieved by demonstrating new research achievements,
sharing best practices (e.g. in the health area) and working
towards the wider acceptance of geospatial technology in
society, with the help of education and media. This book will
outline research frontiers and applications of cartography and
GI in EW and CM and document their roles and potentials in
wider processes going on in information/knowledge-based
societies.
3D Geoinformation ScienceThe Selected Papers of the 3D
GeoInfo 2014Springer
This volume comprehends a selection of papers presented
during the 26th International Cartographic Conference held in
Dresden from the 26th to the 30th of August 2013. It covers
many fields of relevant Mapping and GIS research subjects,
such as cartographic applications, cartographic tools,
generalisation and update Propagation, higher dimensional
visualisation and augmented reality, planetary mapping
issues, cartography and environmental modelling, user
generated content and spatial data infrastructure, use and
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This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th
International Conference on Data Science, ICDS 2019, held
in Ningbo, China, during May 2019. The 64 revised full
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from
210 submissions. The research papers cover the areas of
Advancement of Data Science and Smart City Applications,
Theory of Data Science, Data Science of People and Health,
Web of Data, Data Science of Trust and Internet of Things.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 12th
IFIP WG 5.11 International Symposium on Environmental
Software Systems, ISESS 2017, held in Zadar, Croatia, in
May 2017. The 35 revised full papers presented together with
4 keynote lectures were carefully reviewed and selected from
46 submissions. The papers deal with environmental
challenges and try to provide solutions using forward-looking
and leading-edge IT technology. They are organized in the
following topical sections: air and climate; water and
hydrosphere; health and biosphere; risk and disaster
management; information systems; and modelling,
visualization and decision support.
This book presents the research papers accepted for the 21st
AGILE Conference on Geographic Information Science, held
at Lund University Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
Centre, Sweden on 12–15 June 2018. It discusses the role of
geospatial technologies in the digitalization of society and is
intended primarily for professionals and researchers in fields
that can benefit from geoinformation – both within and outside
the area of geographic information science.
This book constitutes the refereed post-conference
proceedings of the Final Conference of the Marie
Sk?odowska-Curie Initial Training Network for Digital Cultural
Heritage, held in Olimje, Slovenia, in May 2017. The 29
revised full papers included in this volume were carefully
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interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary research concerning
cutting edge cultural heritage informatics, -physics, -chemistry
and -engineering and the use of technology for the
representation, documentation, archiving, protection,
preservation and communication of cultural heritage
knowledge.

This two-volume set is assembled following the 2008
International Conference on Computational Science
and Its Applications, ICCSA 2008, a premium intnational event held in Perugia, Italy, from June 30 to
July 3, 2008. The collection of fully refereed highquality original works accepted as theme papers for
presentation at ICCSA 2008 are published in this
LNCS proceedings set. This outstanding collection
complements the volume of workshop papers,
traditionally published by IEEE Computer Society.
The continuous support of computational science
researchers has helped ICCSA to become a ?rmly
established forum in the area of scienti?c computing
and the conference itself become a recurring
scienti?c and professional meeting that cannot be
given up. The computational science ?eld, based on
fundamental disciplines such as mathematics,
physics, and chemistry, is ?nding new computational
approaches to foster the human progress in
heterogeneous and fundamental areas such as
aerospace and automotive industries, bioinformatics
and nanotechnology studies, networks and grid
computing, computational geometry and biometrics,
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the growing complexity of many ch- lenges in
computational science, the use of sophisticated
algorithms and eme- ing technologies is inevitable.
Together, these far-reaching scienti?c areas help to
shape this conference in the areas of state-of-the-art
computational science research and applications,
encompassing the facilitating theoretical foundations
and the innovative applications of such results in
other areas.
This book covers various aspects of spatial data
modelling specifically regarding three-dimensional
(3D) modelling and structuring. The realization of
"true" 3D geoinformation spatial systems requires a
high input, and the developmental process is taking
place in various research centers and universities
around the globe. The development of such systems
and solutions, including the modelling theories are
presented in this book.
This book presents the proceedings of Workshops
and Posters at the 13th International Conference on
Spatial Information Theory (COSIT 2017), which is
concerned with all aspects of space and spatial
environments as experienced, represented and
elaborated by humans, other animals and artificial
agents. Complementing the main conference
proceedings, workshop papers and posters
investigate specialized research questions or
challenges in spatial information theory and closely
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conceptualization of specific spatio-temporal
domains and diverse applications of spatial and
temporal information.
Realistically representing our three-dimensional
world has been the subject of many (philosophical)
discussions since ancient times. While the
recognition of the globular shape of the Earth goes
back to Pythagoras’ statements of the sixth century
B. C. , the two-dimensional, circular depiction of the
Earth’s surface has remained prevailing and also
dominated the art of painting until the late Middle
Ages. Given the immature technological means,
objects on the Earth’s surface were often
represented in academic and technical disciplines by
two-dimensional cross-sections oriented along
combinations of three mutually perpendicular
directions. As soon as computer science evolved,
scientists have steadily been improving the threedimensional representation of the Earth and
developed techniques to analyze the many natural
processes and phenomena taking part on its
surface. Both computer aided design (CAD) and
geographical information systems (GIS) have been
developed in parallel during the last three decades.
While the former concentrates more on the detailed
design of geometric models of object shapes, the
latter emphasizes the topological relationships
between geographical objects and analysis of spatial
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increasingly blurred and both approaches have been
integrated into commercial software packages. In
recent years, an active line of inquiry has emerged
along the junctures of CAD and GIS, viz. 3D
geoinformation science. Studies along this line have
recently made significant inroads in terms of 3D
modeling and data acquisition.
Design and Implementation of service-oriented
architectures imposes a huge number of research
questions from the fields of software engineering,
system analysis and modeling, adaptability, and
application integration. Component orientation and
web services are two approaches for design and
realization of complex web-based system. Both
approaches allow for dynamic application adaptation
as well as integration of enterprise application.
Commonly used technologies, such as J2EE and
.NET, form de facto standards for the realization of
complex distributed systems. Evolution of
component systems has lead to web services and
service-based architectures. This has been
manifested in a multitude of industry standards and
initiatives such as XML, WSDL UDDI, SOAP, etc. All
these achievements lead to a new and promising
paradigm in IT systems engineering which proposes
to design complex software solutions as
collaboration of contractually defined software
services. Service-Oriented Systems Engineering
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orientation, component-based development,
distributed computing, and business process
management. It provides integration of business and
IT concerns. The annual Ph.D. Retreat of the
Research School provides each member the
opportunity to present his/her current state of their
research and to give an outline of a prospective
Ph.D. thesis. Due to the interdisciplinary structure of
the research school, this technical report covers a
wide range of topics. These include but are not
limited to: Human Computer Interaction and
Computer Vision as Service; Service-oriented
Geovisualization Systems; Algorithm Engineering for
Service-oriented Systems; Modeling and Verification
of Self-adaptive Service-oriented Systems; Tools
and Methods for Software Engineering in Serviceoriented Systems; Security Engineering of Servicebased IT Systems; Service-oriented Information
Systems; Evolutionary Transition of Enterprise
Applications to Service Orientation; Operating
System Abstractions for Service-oriented
Computing; and Services Specification,
Composition, and Enactment.
The book presents a collection of accepted papers
from the 3DGeoinfo 2015 international conference
held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia from October 28 –
30, 2015. All papers underwent double-blind review
by experts from around the globe. The conference
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dialogue on emerging topics in the field of 3D geoinformation. The focus areas include: - Data
Collection and Modeling: advanced approaches for
3D data collection, reconstruction and methods for
representation- Data Management: topological,
geometrical and network models for maintenance of
3D geoinformation- Data Analysis and Visualization:
frameworks for representing 3D spatial relationships,
3D spatial analysis and algorithms for navigation,
interpolation, advanced VR, AR and MR
visualisation, as well as 3D visualization on mobile
devices- 3D Applications: city models, Cadastre,
LBS, etc.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the 5th International Symposium on Smart Graphics,
SG 2005, held in Frauenwörth Cloister, Germany in
August 2005. The 26 revised full papers presented
were carefully reviewed and selected for
presentation. The papers address smart graphics
issues from the points of view of computer graphics,
artificial intelligence, cognitive science, graphic
design, and fine art; they are organized in topical
sections on synthetic characters and virtual worlds,
generating visual displays, text and graphics, 3D
interaction and modeling, novel interaction
paradigms, and poster presentations and demos.
3D GeoInfo aims to bring together international state-of-thePage 11/18
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the field of 3D geo-information. The conference offers an
interdisciplinary forum in the fields of 3D data collection and
modeling; reconstruction and methods for 3D representation;
data management for maintenance of 3D geo-information or
3D data analysis and visualization. The book covers the best
papers from 3D GeoInfo held in Istanbul in November 2013.
The integration of the 3rd dimension in the production of
spatial representation is largely recognized as a valuable
approach to comprehend our reality, that is 3D. During the
last decade developments in 3D Geoinformation (GI) system
have made substantial progress. We are about to have a
more complete spatial model and understanding of our planet
in different scales. Hence, various communities and cities
offer 3D landscape and 3D city models as valuable source
and instrument for sustainable management of rural and
urban resources. Also municipal utilities, real estate
companies benefit from recent developments related to 3D
applications. In order to present recent developments and to
discuss future trends, academics and practitioners met at the
7th International Workshop on 3D Geoinformation. This book
comprises a selection of evaluated, high quality papers that
were presented at this workshop in May 2012. The topics
focus explicitly on the last achievements (methods,
algorithms, models, systems) with respect to 3D
GeoInformation requirements. The book is aimed at decision
makers and experts as well at students interested in the 3D
component of geographical information science including GI
engineers, computer scientists, photogrammetrists, land
surveyors, urban planners, and mapping specialists.
This book collects innovative research presented at the 19th
Conference of the Association of Geographic Information
Laboratories in Europe (AGILE) on Geographic Information
Science, held in Helsinki, Finland in 2016.
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(or spatial) objects in the computer – such as geology,
cartography, computer aided design (CAD), etc. – and each
of these have developed their own data structures and
techniques, often independently. Nevertheless, in many
cases the object types and the spatial queries are similar, and
this book attempts to find a common theme.
A universal approach to the ontology of geographic space
has already been, and is going to be, a comprehensive task
for establishing more effective spatial models. The concept of
a universal spatial ontology should be independent of
location, culture, and time. It should be fundamental and
universal in the same way that the number p defines the ratio
between the diameter and the circumference of a circle. The
term “universal” therefore means all-embracing and for
general propose. Universal Ontology of Geographic Space:
Semantic Enrichment for Spatial Data aims to escalate the
current scope of research to support the development of
semantically interoperable systems of geographic space. This
reference will aid university lecturers and professors,
students, researchers, developers of spatial applications.
Large-Scale 3D Data Integration: Challenges and
Opportunities examines the fundamental aspects of 3D geoinformation, focusing on the latest developments in 3D GIS
(geographic information) and AEC (architecture, engineering,
construction) systems. This book addresses policy makers,
designers and engineers, and individuals that need to overco
This book comprises select proceedings of the First
International Conference on Geomatics in Civil Engineering
(ICGCE 2018). This book presents latest research on
applications of geomatics engineering in different domains of
civil engineering, like structural engineering, geotechnical
engineering, hydraulic and water resources engineering,
environmental engineering and transportation engineering. It
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range of technical and societal problems making use of
geospatial information, engineering principles, and relational
data structures involving measurement sciences. The book
proves to be very useful for the scientific and engineering
community working in the field of geomatics and geospatial
technology.

Nowadays 3D Geoinformation is needed for many
planning and analysis tasks. For example, 3D city and
infrastructure models are paving the way for complex
environmental and noise analyzes. 3D geological subsurface models are needed for reservoir exploration in
the oil-, gas-, and geothermal industry. Thus 3D
Geoinformation brings together researchers and
practitioners from different fields such as the geosciences, civil engineering, 3D city modeling, 3D
geological and geophysical modeling, and, last but not
least, computer science. The diverse challenges of 3D
Geoinformation Science concern new approaches and
the development of standards for above- and underground 3D modeling, efficient 3D data management,
visualization and analysis. Finally, the integration of
different 3D approaches and data models is seen as one
of the most important challenges to be solved.
In recent years 3D geo-information has become an
important research area due to the increased complexity
of tasks in many geo-scientific applications, such as
sustainable urban planning and development, civil
engineering, risk and disaster management and
environmental monitoring. Moreover, a paradigm of
cross-application merging and integrating of 3D data is
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3D software, generally application-oriented, focus almost
exclusively on 3D data transportability issues – the ability
to use data originally developed in one
modelling/visualisation system in other and vice versa.
Tools for elaborated 3D analysis, simulation and
prediction are either missing or, when available,
dedicated to specific tasks. In order to respond to this
increased demand, a new type of system has to be
developed. A fully developed 3D geo-information system
should be able to manage 3D geometry and topology, to
integrate 3D geometry and thematic information, to
analyze both spatial and topological relationships, and to
present the data in a suitable form. In addition to the
simple geometry types like point line and polygon, a
large variety of parametric representations, freeform
curves and surfaces or sweep shapes have to be
supported. Approaches for seamless conversion
between 3D raster and 3D vector representations should
be available, they should allow analysis of a
representation most suitable for a specific application.
This edited volume presents a collection of lessons
learned with, and research conducted on,
OpenStreetMap, the goal being to promote the project’s
integration. The respective chapters address a) state-ofthe-art and cutting-edge approaches to data quality
analysis in OpenStreetMap, b) investigations on
understanding OpenStreetMap contributors and the
nature of their contributions, c) identifying patterns of
contributions and contributors, d) applications of
OpenStreetMap in different domains, e) mining valuePage 15/18
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f) limitations in the analysis OpenStreetMap data, and g)
integrating OpenStreetMap with commercial and noncommercial datasets. The book offers an ideal
opportunity to present and disseminate a number of
cutting-edge developments and applications in the field
of geography, spatial statistics, GIS, social science, and
cartography.
Modern Applications of Graph Theory discusses many
cutting-edge applications of graph theory, such as traffic
networks, navigable networks and optimal routing for
emergency response, placement of electric vehicle
charging stations, and graph-theoretic methods in
molecular epidemiology. Due to the rapid growth of
research in this field, the focus of the book is on the upto-date development of these applications and the
mathematical methods used to tackle them. Ideal for
researchers, engineers, transport planners and
emergency response specialists who are interested in
graph theory applications, Modern Applications of Graph
Theory can also be used as teaching material. In
addition to up-to-date descriptions of the applications, it
includes extensive exercises and their solutions,
mimicking practical, real-life situations. Furthermore,
there is an introductory chapter, which provides an
overview of basic applications and algorithms of graph
theory. The book includes over 120 illustrations and
tables.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th
International Conference on Geographic Information
Science, GIScience 2010, held in Zurich, Switzerland, in
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were carefully reviewed and selected from 87
submissions. While traditional research topics such as
spatio-temporal representations, spatial relations,
interoperability, geographic databases, cartographic
generalization, geographic visualization, navigation,
spatial cognition, are alive and well in GIScience,
research on how to handle massive and rapidly growing
databases of dynamic space-time phenomena at finegrained resolution for example, generated through
sensor networks, has clearly emerged as a new and
popular research frontier in the field.
The fast exchange of information and knowledge are the
essential conditions for successful and effective research
and practical applications in cartography. For successful
research development, it is necessary to follow trends
not only in this domain, but also try to adapt new trends
and technologies from other areas. Trends in
cartography are also quite often topics of many
conferences which have the main aim to link research,
education and application experts in cartography and
GIS&T into one large platform. Such the right place for
exchange and sharing of knowledge and skills was also
the CARTOCON2014 conference, which took place in
Olomouc, Czech Republic, in February 2014 and this
book is a compilation of the best and most interesting
contributions. The book content consists of four parts.
The first part New approaches in map and atlas making
collects studies about innovative ways in map production
and atlases compilation. Following part of the book
Progress in web cartography brings examples and tools
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The third part
Advanced
Cartography
methods in map use includes achievement of eyetracking research and users’ issues. The final part
Cartography in practice and research is a clear evidence
that cartography and maps played the significant role in
many geosciences and in many branches of the society.
Each individual paper is original and has its place in
cartography.
This book reviews and summarizes the development and
achievement in cartography and geographic information
engineering in China over the past 60 years after the
founding of the People's Republic of China. It
comprehensively reflects cartography, as a traditional
discipline, has almost the same long history with the
world's first culture and has experienced extraordinary
and great changes. The book consists of nineteen
thematic chapters. Each chapter is in accordance with
the unified directory structure, introduction, development
process, major study achievements, problem and
prospect, representative works, as well as a lot of
references. It is useful as a reference both for scientists
and technicians who are engaged in teaching,
researching and engineering of cartography and
geographic information engineering.
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